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Executive Summary

1. The Law Council is grateful for the opportunity to provide this submission in response to the Joint Standing Committee on Treaties' (Committee) inquiry into:

- the Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan on Extradition (the proposed Extradition Treaty); and
- the Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters (the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty) (collectively, the proposed Treaties).

2. It is vital that Australia has an effective extradition regime to ensure criminals are not able to evade justice simply by crossing borders. In cooperating with foreign countries, however, Australia must adhere to fundamental rule of law principles and its international obligations.

3. Therefore, the terms of the proposed treaties must be examined against the current social, political and legal climate in Jordan to ensure that Australia does not facilitate the conviction or treatment of a person in a manner inconsistent with its own democratic values and international obligations. Noting that a central motivation of the proposed Treaties is to increase international cooperation in the fight against terrorism,¹ the Law Council is particularly concerned by the:

- prosecution, conviction and detention of persons pursuant to the Jordan Anti-Terrorism Law No 55 of 2006 (Anti-Terrorism Law),² which is cast in broad terms and has been used to prosecute persons critical of the Jordanian Government and its allies;
- widespread and systematic use of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment against persons suspected of ‘terrorism’, the narrow definition of torture under Jordanian law and its characterisation as a misdemeanour, as well as the impunity of law enforcement for its commission;
- abrogation of fair trial rights of persons accused of ‘terrorism’ and other offences that fall within the jurisdiction of the State Security Court; and
- reactivation of the death penalty in 2015, following an eight-year moratorium, to execute persons convicted of terrorism offences.

4. The Law Council considers that Australia should not be complicit in criminal investigations and trials which do not comply with accepted fair trial standards and which may result in torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or imposition of the death penalty. The proposed treaties as currently drafted do not

---


contain sufficiently robust protections regarding those likely to be extradited to Jordan or prosecuted subject to a request for legal assistance.

5. For these reasons, the Law Council opposes Australia's ratification of the proposed Treaties.

6. In addition, the Law Council considers that the proposed Treaties exacerbate, rather than allay, concerns about potential adverse impacts created by the current extradition and mutual assistance regimes.3

7. Therefore, The Law Council directs its recommendations towards improving safeguards in the proposed Treaties as well as the Extradition Act 1988 (Cth) (Extradition Act) and Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987 (Cth) (Mutual Assistance Act). These include that:

- an independent review of the Extradition Act and Mutual Assistance Act should be conducted to ensure that Australia is complying with fundamental rule of law principles and its international obligations;

- an independent review of the ‘no evidence’ evidentiary standard should be conducted, which includes consideration as to whether the Canadian ‘record of the case’ standard or US ‘probable cause’ standard may be more appropriate;

- an independent review of the Extradition Act and Mutual Assistance Act should be conducted to determine if the existing definition of ‘political offence’ is appropriate. Consideration should be given to amending the definition of ‘political offence’ to exclude only serious offences that endanger life and liberty, and defining the types of offences that may be carved out from the definition of ‘political offence’ by regulation;

- the proposed Treaties, where applicable, should be amended to make it a mandatory ground for refusal of a request where:
  - the request appears to be for the purposes of facilitating a prosecution or punishment on the basis of a person’s ethnic origin or status;
  - there are substantial grounds for believing that the person may be in danger of being subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or will be denied the minimum guarantees in criminal proceedings;
  - legal assistance is requested regarding an offence that carries the death penalty;

- safeguards should be incorporated into the proposed Treaties which reflect Australia’s obligations under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child;

- the proposed Extradition Treaty should be amended to require Australia to monitor the treatment, detention and trial of any person extradited from Australia to Jordan; and

---

Australia should encourage Jordan to ratify the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), and to accept the competence of the Committee Against Torture to receive individual communications under article 22 of the CAT.

Independent review of the Extradition Act and Mutual Assistance Act

8. International extradition serves an important function in allowing States to cooperate, respect each other’s sovereignty, and ensure that criminals are not able to evade justice. However, there is also an important national interest in ensuring that the administration of justice accords with fundamental rule of law principles and human rights obligations. Adherence by States to these norms promotes peace, and domestic and international security.

9. When entering into extradition and mutual legal assistance treaties, States that adhere to these values have the difficult task of reconciling interests in furthering international cooperation in law enforcement matters, with protection of a defendant’s legal rights. Such treaties also represent an acknowledgement from both countries of respect for the other’s laws and sovereignty.

10. The Law Council considers that the UN Model Treaty on Extradition (UN Model Extradition Treaty), and the UN Model Treaty on Mutual Legal Assistance (UN Model Legal Assistance Treaty), (collectively, UN Model Treaties) strike the right balance between respect for State sovereignty, upon respect for which the international legal order is based, and applicable international human rights and other standards. Therefore, the Law Council considers that the proposed Treaties should, at a minimum, meet the standards set out in the UN Model Treaties.

11. The Extradition Act and Mutual Assistance Act also contains certain safeguards. However, these do not necessarily reflect the standards set out in the UN Model Treaties. The Law Council notes that some of the safeguards in the Extradition Act and Mutual Legal Assistance Act were inserted following amendment in 2011. At that time, the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Social Policy and Legal Affairs recommended that:

   … within three years of its [Extradition and Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation Amendment Bill 2011] enactment, the Attorney-General’s Department conduct a review of the operations of the amendments contained in the Extradition and Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation Amendment Bill 2011.

12. It is unclear whether this review has occurred internally. In any event, given the gravity of what is at stake, an independent review of the operation of the amendments contained in the Mutual Assistance Act and the Extradition Act more broadly should be

---

5 See, for example, Extradition Act 1988 (Cth) s 15B(3)(1)-(2), ss 16(2)(b) and 7; Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987 (Cth) s 8.
conducted to ensure that Australia is acting consistently with the rule of law and international human rights obligations.

13. The Law Council notes that in relation to the proposed Treaty on Extradition Between Australia and The People’s Republic of China, the Committee’s dissenting report supported this position, recommending that ratification be delayed until after an independent review of the Extradition Act. Such a review would be especially timely given Australia’s election to the UN Human Rights Council, as the international community will look to Australia to show leadership internationally on promoting adherence to human rights standards and the rule of law.

Recommendation:

- An independent review of the Extradition Act and the Mutual Assistance Act should occur to ensure Australia is acting consistently with the rule of law and international human rights obligations.

Appropriate evidential standard

14. Currently Australia has a ‘no evidence’ model for extradition. The proposed Extradition Treaty adopts this standard as article 7 allows the requesting state to rely solely on a statement of each offence for which extradition is sought and the conduct said to comprise the alleged offence, the text of relevant provisions of law, a copy of the warrant of arrest or (where the person has been tried and convicted) the effective court judgment. The Extradition Act does not require the requesting state to provide any evidence in support of the offence for which extradition is sought.

15. The Committee has previously analysed in detail the appropriate evidentiary standard that should apply to Australia’s extradition regime and did not favour continuation of the default ‘no evidence’ model. Instead, the Committee considered that the Canadian ‘record of the case’ approach and the US ‘probable cause’ approach were preferable. This was because both the Canadian and US standards provide the courts with greater opportunity to assess whether any substantial evidence had been gathered against the accused and therefore determine whether it is in the interests of justice that the person should be surrendered to face justice. The Law Council notes that the US does not appear to have difficulty satisfying its ‘probable cause’ test.

16. The Law Council agrees with the Committee. The Law Council notes that the Committee previously recommended that the Attorney-General refer for inquiry and report by the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) matters relating to the...
appropriate evidentiary standard for extradition requests to Australia. The Government response did not accept this recommendation, noting that the evidentiary standard under which Australia conducts its extradition relations is a matter of policy that includes a wide range of considerations outside the legal sphere. Nonetheless, the Law Council considers that a review of the evidentiary standard, by the ALRC or other independent body, such as the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights, is needed.

17. There is, of course, a reasonable argument that the ‘no evidence’ approach is appropriate for democracies where the rule of law is guaranteed. However, where there are very substantial concerns about the rule of law and the ability of a State to afford those charged with a criminal offence a right to a fair trial, then the adoption of the ‘no evidence rule’ is very likely to compromise the human rights of an extradited person.

18. The Law Council notes that there is no provision in the proposed Extradition Treaty requiring Jordan to provide evidence in support of the offence and no means to challenge the strength of the evidence provided. The Law Council considers that a more rigorous evidential standard should be codified in the terms of the proposed Extradition Treaty, due to concerns about human rights and the rule of law being respected in Jordan (discussed below).

19. Further, the Law Council considers that the current prohibition on leading evidence to contradict an allegation that the person has engaged in conduct constituting an extradition offence should not be applied in circumstances where a person seeks to lead the evidence to establish an extradition objection.

Recommendations:

- An independent review should be conducted to determine the appropriate evidentiary standard for extradition requests to Australia in the terms previously recommended by the Committee in its Report 40, Extradition: A Review of Australia’s Law and Policy.
- The current prohibition on leading evidence to contradict an allegation that the person has engaged in conduct constituting an extradition offence should not be applied in circumstances where a person seeks to lead the evidence to establish an extradition objection.

Grounds of refusal

20. The Law Council is concerned that the proposed Treaties, and aspects of the Extradition Act, do not meet the minimum standards of the UN Model Treaties. The Law Council considers that, coupled with certain Jordanian laws, policies and practices, there is a risk that Australia’s acquiescence to requests may undermine our own international human rights obligations and rule of law principles.

---

14 Extradition Act 1988 (Cth) s 9(5).
21. For convenience, the Law Council’s concerns have been set out below against the grounds of refusal of requests set out in the UN Model Extradition Treaty and the UN Model Legal Assistance Treaty, respectively.

**Political offence**

22. Article 3(a) of the UN Model Extradition Treaty provides that extradition shall not be granted ‘if the offence for which extradition is requested is regarded by the requested State as an offence of a political nature’. This is mirrored in article 4(1)(b) of the UN Model Legal Assistance Treaty, but as a discretionary ground of refusal.

23. ‘Political offence’ is not defined in either of the UN Model Treaties, but the Model Extradition Treaty acknowledges that states ‘may wish to exclude certain conduct, for example, acts of violence such as serious offences involving an act of violence against the life, physical integrity or liberty of a person, from the concept of a political offence’.15

24. The refusal of assistance on the ground that an offence is of a political nature is encapsulated in article 4(1)(e) of the proposed Extradition Treaty and article 4(1)(a) of the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty. Neither of the proposed Treaties define ‘political offence’, but the proposed Extradition Treaty excludes certain acts from being political offences.16

25. However, the proposed Treaties must also be interpreted in light of section 5 of the Extradition Act, which defines a ‘political offence’ as ‘an offence against the law of the country that is of a political character (whether because of the circumstances in which it is committed or otherwise and whether or not there are competing political parties in the country)’. Further definition is provided in the regulations to the Extradition Act, which make clear that a ‘political offence’ excludes an act of violence against a person’s life or liberty,17 The Law Council is of the view that if section 5 of the Extradition Act is to exclude acts of violence against life and liberty, it should refer to a ‘serious offence’ that involves an act of violence against a person’s life or liberty. This would ensure that it better corresponds with the UN Model Extradition Treaty.18

26. As it stands, a potential difficulty with the current formulation of ‘political offence’ in section 5 and its exceptions is that a country may nonetheless be politically motivated to arrest and charge a person for a minor offence against a person’s life or liberty. This political motivation may be concerned with matters that affect the interests of a State but not necessarily the peace and public order of a country as it would be understood in Australia. In Jordan, the politically-motivated prosecutions of persons who have committed minor offences against a person’s life or liberty can be facilitated by the wide definition of terrorism, and the existence of the offence of lèse-majesté (‘insult to the King’),19 under Jordanian law.

---

17 See s 2B of the *Extradition Act Regulations 1988*. Also excluded is conduct of a kind that is prohibited by the enumerated international Covenants in the regulations.
27. The Law Council’s concerns that the definition of ‘political offence’ under the proposed Extradition Treaty may not be a sufficient safeguard is exacerbated by the fact that the Minister has a broad power to exclude certain conduct from the definition of ‘political offence’ by way of regulation.\(^20\) The justification for the delegation of this power was so that the extradition regime could be ‘kept up-to-date with Australia’s international obligations without requiring frequent amendments to the Extradition Act’.\(^21\) However, the Law Council agrees with the observations of the Senate Standing Committee on the Scrutiny of Bills that important matters should be included in primary legislation, which is subject to more thorough parliamentary scrutiny than legislative instruments.\(^22\)

28. In addition, there is insufficient guidance in the Extradition Act on what type of offences the Minister may carve out of the definition of ‘political offence’. The Extradition Act currently gives a broad mandate to the Minister to exclude any offence the Minister sees fit to exclude from the definition of political offence. In the Law Council’s view, this does not provide a sufficient guarantee that, for example, such a determination could not be influenced by political pressure from a Requesting State to exclude the type of offence of which a person sought to be extradited is accused. The Law Council considers that the only offences that should be capable of exclusion from the definition of a political offence are those required to be excluded by a bilateral or multilateral treaty to which Australia is a party.\(^23\)

**Recommendations:**

- An independent review should examine the appropriateness of the current definition of ‘political offence’ to determine its adequacy.
- If section 5 of the Extradition Act is to exclude acts of violence against life and liberty, it should refer to a ‘serious offence’ that involves an act of violence against a person’s life or liberty.
- If exceptions to the definition of ‘political offence’ are to be relegated to the regulations, then the Extradition Act should provide more precise guidance on what type of offences may be carved out of the definition.
- Section 5 should provide that an offence may be excluded from the definition only to the extent that it is required to be so excluded by a bilateral or multilateral treaty to which Australia is a party.

**Ethnic origin and status**

29. In the UN Model Extradition Treaty, extradition may be refused if ‘the Requested State has substantial grounds for believing that the request has been made for prosecuting a person on account of that person’s race, religion, nationality, ethnic origin, political opinions, sex or status’.\(^24\) This provision has been replicated in the proposed Extradition Treaty, except that ‘ethnic origin’ and ‘status’ have been omitted. It is not...

\(^20\) [Charges Youth Who Burned Poster of King](https://www.hrw.org/news/2012/01/19/jordan-drop-charges-undermining-royal-dignity).


\(^23\) See ibid.

clear to the Law Council why this is the case. In practice, the effect of this omission would be that, even if Australia was satisfied that Jordan was seeking extradition to prosecute or punish a person on the grounds of their ethnic origin or status, Australia could not decline a request for extradition on that basis.

30. In the context of Jordan, Palestinians, for example, are a group that could be exposed to prosecution or punishment on the basis of ethnic origin or status. For example, a recent case in which UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD) found that Jordan had engaged in arbitrary detention concerned the pro-Palestinian activist Amer Jamil Jubran. Mr Jubran had been arrested after 20 agents dressed in military uniform entered his home in the middle of the night, restrained him by force, threatened to kill him and called him derogatory names related to his Palestinian heritage.

31. After his arrest, Mr Jubran was taken to an undisclosed location where he was held for two months without charge, incommunicado. His family later learned that he was being held at the headquarters of the General Intelligence Directorate (GID). It was said that Mr Jubran was tortured and subjected to ill-treatment by agents of the GID for the purposes of confessing to crimes imputed to him. Despite Mr Jubran’s complaints before the SSC that he was tortured from the purposes of extracting a confession, he was found guilty and sentenced to ten years punitive labour. The WGAD believed that Mr Jubran’s deprivation of liberty was associated with his pro-Palestine advocacy work and that his conviction and harsh punishment were possibly an act of reprisal related to his refusal to cooperate with the GID as a possible infiltrator and informant among the Palestinian population.

32. Palestinians are not the only group of persons in Jordan who may experience prosecution or punishment on the basis of their ethnicity or status. Jordan is also home to hundreds of thousands of Syrian refugees, as well as many non-citizen residents, as under Jordanian law, Jordanian mothers (as opposed to Jordanian fathers) are unable to transmit Jordanian citizenship to their children. This has created an entire underclass of persons that may experience discrimination on the basis of their status as resident non-citizens.

33. Therefore, the Law Council considers that substantial grounds for believing that a person may be subject to prosecution or punishment on the basis of ethnic origin or status should a mandatory ground for refusing extradition under the proposed Extradition Treaty, in line with the terms of the UN Model Extradition Treaty.

---

26 Ibid [7].
29 Ibid [28].
Recommendation:

- Where a request has been made for the purpose of prosecuting or punishing a person on account of that person’s ethnic origin and status should constitute a mandatory ground for refusing extradition in the proposed Extradition Treaty.

Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment

34. The Law Council is concerned that the proposed Extradition Treaty and the Extradition Act do not provide adequate safeguards to avoid surrendering a person in circumstances where they would be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

35. The proposed Extradition Treaty and the Extradition Act both set out as a mandatory ground for refusal of extradition the fact that there are ‘substantial grounds for believing that if the assistance was provided, the person would be in danger of being subjected to torture’. This clause is not consistent with the UN Model Extradition Treaty, which extends the ground for refusal where there are substantial grounds to believe that a person is in danger of being subjected to torture to include ‘cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’.

36. In the Law Council’s view, the relevant section of the proposed Extradition Treaty and Extradition Act should be amended to reflect this wording and explicitly include cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. This would promote consistency with Australia’s international obligations, namely the UN Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), which imposes a duty on States to take appropriate measures to prevent torture (article 2), and to prevent cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (article 16). Relevantly, in interpreting the obligation in article 2 of the CAT, UN Committee Against Torture has stated that:

[The obligation to prevent torture in article 2 is wide-ranging. The obligations to prevent torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (hereinafter “ill-treatment”) under article 16, paragraph 1, are indivisible, interdependent and interrelated. The obligation to prevent ill-treatment in practice overlaps with and is largely congruent with the obligation to prevent torture… In practice, the definitional threshold between ill-treatment and torture is often not clear. Experience demonstrates that the conditions that give rise to ill-treatment frequently facilitate torture and therefore the measures required to prevent torture must be applied to prevent ill-treatment. Accordingly, the Committee has considered the prohibition of ill-treatment to be likewise non-derogable under the Convention and its prevention to be an effective and non-derogable measure.]

33 Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, opened for signature 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 85 (entered into force 26 June 1987). Australia ratified the Convention in 1989. See also
34 Committee Against Torture, General Comment No 2: Implementation of article 2 by States parties, UN Doc CAT/C/GC/2 (28 January 2008) [2].
37. Further, article 7 of the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* (ICCPR) also provides no one shall be subjected to torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, in Ng v Canada, the Human Rights Committee found that execution by gas asphyxiation would constitute cruel and inhuman treatment. The HRC found that, as Canada could reasonably have foreseen that Mr Ng, if sentenced to death, would be executed in a way that amounted to a violation of the prohibition on cruel and inhuman treatment, Canada’s decision to extradite Mr Ng without seeking and receiving assurances that he would not be executed violated article 7 of the ICCPR.

38. It follows that, in the Law Council’s view, Australia would be in breach of its international obligations if it decided to extradite a person to Jordan in circumstances where the person may be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The lack of adequate explicit safeguards in the proposed Extradition Treaty and the Extradition Act to prevent this possibility of great concern given the prevalence of torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in Jordan.

39. Although Jordan is a party to the CAT, its obligations do not appear to have been fully implemented into Jordanian law nor observed in practice. For example, under Jordanian law, conduct qualifies as torture only if for the purposes of extracting a confession, a definition which falls far short of the international definition, which states that torture may be for a variety of other purposes. In addition, although the CAT requires States to ensure the offence of torture carries a penalty under its national law that reflect the gravity of the conduct, under Jordanian law, torture carries a penalty consistent with that of a misdemeanour (one to three years imprisonment).

40. The Special Rapporteur on Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment concluded during his visit to Jordan in 2006, that ‘the practice of torture is widespread in Jordan, that a general awareness of the seriousness of torture is lacking, and that there is a total impunity for torture and ill-treatment in the country’. Human Rights Watch have also documented widespread torture allegations in Jordan.

---


37 Ibid. While communications of the HRC are not binding, Australia as a party to the Optional Protocol of the ICCPR recognises the competence of the HRC as a specialist treaty body to interpret the provisions of the ICCPR and therefore its interpretation of this obligation is persuasive.

38 Article 1 of the CAT defines torture as ‘any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions’ (emphasis added):

Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, opened for signature 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 85 (entered into force 26 June 1987) article 1.


40 Manfred Nowak, Report of the Special Rapporteur on Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment – Mission to Jordan, A/HRC/43/Add.3 (5 January 2007) 5 [3]

41. In 2016, there were 63 cases complaints of torture and mistreatment filed by alleged victims against security departments and personnel. As of September 2017, there have been no known successful convictions of police officers or intelligence officials for committing torture in Jordan. Allegations of torture against officials in places of detention are prosecuted in the Police Court, staffed by police prosecutors and judges. The Police Court has been criticised by Human Rights Watch for its lack of independence and for its police prosecutors and judges doing too little to pursue cases against their fellow officers.

42. The Law Council considers that seeking and receiving assurances from Jordan that it will not engage in ‘torture’ as a pre-condition to approving an extradition request would be inadequate, given how torture is defined and understood under Jordanian law. Therefore, the Law Council considers it essential that safeguards are introduced into the proposed Extradition Treaty to mandate refusal of an extradition request where there are substantial grounds to believe that the person may also be in danger of being subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

43. In addition, section 15B(2) of the Extradition Act should be amended to make clear that the Attorney-General must have substantial grounds to believe that the person is not in danger of being subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Likewise, section 8(2)(ca) of the Mutual Assistance Act should be amended to require the Attorney-General to be satisfied that there are substantial grounds for believing that the person would not be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

44. The Law Council notes the statement in the National Interest Analysis that the proposed Extradition Treaty:

… expressly includes provisions that specify internationally accepted mandatory and discretionary grounds for refusing extradition (Article 4) and Article 18 of the proposed Agreement expressly preserves the rights enjoyed and obligations undertaken by the Parties under multilateral conventions.

45. If it is intended that Australia’s other international obligations will expand the mandatory and discretionary grounds for refusal, then this may support a ground of refusal on the basis of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Clarification should be obtained from the Attorney-General’s Department on this point. However, to avoid doubt, additional safeguards are required as noted above to ensure that the grounds for refusal fully reflect Australia’s international obligations.

---


Recommendations:

- There should be a mandatory ground of refusal in the proposed Extradition Treaty where there are substantial grounds to believe that a person is in danger of being subjected to ‘cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’.
- Section 15B(2) of the Extradition Act and section 8(1)(ca) should be amended to require the Attorney-General to be satisfied that there are substantial grounds for believing that a person is not in danger of being subjected to ‘cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’.
- The Government should clarify whether article 18 of the proposed Extradition Treaty is intended to afford the Government the ability to decline requests on the basis of other international obligations.

Minimum guarantees in criminal proceedings

46. The Law Council has serious concerns that a person surrendered to Jordan may be subjected to abuse of their fundamental fair trial rights. The Law Council notes that the proposed Extradition Treaty is largely motivated by a desire to increase prosecution for terrorism offences. In Jordan, violations of the Anti-Terrorism Law fall within the jurisdiction of the State Security Court (SSC), and an accused person extradited to Jordan may appear before the SSC.

47. Although a civilian court, the SSC is comprised of three judges selected by the Prime Minister, two of whom are military personnel, and all of whom can be removed at any time by executive decision. Since at least 1994, the UN Human Rights Committee (HRC) has repeatedly recommended that Jordan abolish the SSC, due to serious concerns about its organisational and functional independence and compliance with the requirement in article 14 of the ICCPR that criminal trials take place before a ‘competent, independent and impartial tribunal’. These concerns consistently echoed by several, prominent human rights organisations.

---

48. Relevantly, in 2016, the WGAD found that the SSC did not meet fundamental principles of independence and impartiality and thereby were in breach of article 14 of the ICCPR in the trial of an accused for any charge.\textsuperscript{51} That 2016 case involved Adam al-Natour and exemplifies the nature of the concerns regarding the SSC. Mr al-Natour was a Polish and Jordanian dual national, who had moved to Amman to study Arabic. He was arrested at his home by twenty GID personnel and taken to the premises of the GID, but not informed of the charges against him. His father was later told that his son was being held for having ‘jihadi thoughts’\textsuperscript{52}.

49. During his detention by the GID, Mr al-Natour was allegedly subjected to beatings, electric shocks, and placed in an isolated cell and was permitted sunlight and to leave his cell for only half an hour per week. Mr al-Natour claimed he was forced to sign a confession, which was recorded in Arabic, a language of which he only had a limited grasp. He was eventually indicted under Jordan’s Anti-Terrorism Law and put on trial before the SSC. He was permitted to meet his lawyer only one week before trial and was not given a court interpreter during trial. He was ultimately sentenced to ten years hard labour, for ‘joining an armed group and terrorist organisation’.\textsuperscript{53} The conviction was based on Mr al-Natour’s ‘confession’ and the alleged fact he had travelled to the Syrian Arab Republic through Turkey, which was denied by Mr al-Natour. Neither his Polish nor Jordanian passports evidenced this alleged movement.\textsuperscript{54}

50. Under the current grounds for refusing extradition under proposed Extradition Treaty, an accused person is not protected from being extradited for trial before the SSC. This is because the SSC does not try offences under military law, a mandatory ground for refusal,\textsuperscript{55} nor does it qualify as an ‘extraordinary or ad hoc court or tribunal’,\textsuperscript{56} which would give rise to a discretionary ground for refusal. The UN Model Extradition Treaty provides a mandatory ground for refusal where there are substantial grounds to believe that a person will not be afforded the minimum guarantees of article 14 of the ICCPR. The Law Council considers that this mandatory ground should be incorporated into the proposed Extradition Treaty to address concerns relating to how the SSC may operate in particular cases.

Recommendation:

- The proposed Extradition Treaty should be amended to include a mandatory ground for refusal where there are substantial grounds to believe the accused will not be afforded the minimum guarantees under article 14 of the ICCPR.

Death penalty

51. Under the proposed Extradition Treaty, it is a mandatory ground of refusal where the offence the subject of the extradition request carries the death penalty. However, under the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty, it is a discretionary ground of refusal

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{51} UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, \textit{Opinion No.39/2016 concerning Adam al-Natour (Jordan)}, 76\textsuperscript{th} sess, A/HRC/WGAD/2016/39 (9 November 2016) 5.
\item \textsuperscript{52} Ibid \[6\].
\item \textsuperscript{53} Ibid \[11\]
\item \textsuperscript{54} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{55} Model Treaty on Extradition, 14 December 1990, GA Res 45/116, GAOR, 45\textsuperscript{th} sess, 68\textsuperscript{th} plen mtg, A/RES/45/116 (14 December 1990) article 3(c).
\item \textsuperscript{56} Ibid article 4(g).\
\end{itemize}
52. The Law Council considers that this should be amended to be a mandatory ground, in line with Mutual Assistance Act. The Mutual Assistance Act provides that the Attorney-General must refuse a request for assistance if, in the opinion of the Attorney-General, the offence is one in respect of which the death penalty may be imposed in the foreign country, unless special circumstances exist.58

53. Further, the Law Council considers clarity around what is meant by ‘special circumstance’ in the Mutual Assistance Act would assist in providing the community with reassurance that mutual assistance will only be provided in appropriate cases. For example, special circumstances may include where the evidence would assist the defence, or where the foreign country undertakes not to impose or carry out the death penalty.59

54. The Law Council therefore recommends that consideration be given to amending the Mutual Assistance Act to clearly define ‘special circumstances’ in the primary legislation. Otherwise, there is nothing in Mutual Assistance Act itself or regulations that would limit the Attorney-General’s discretion to determine what would consist of a ‘special circumstance’. The breadth of this discretion may create a risk, despite good intentions, that Australian assistance prior to arrest or detention may lead to the imposition of the death penalty.

55. Relevantly, in Jordan, several crimes still carry the death penalty, including certain terrorism offences which fall within the jurisdiction of the SSC. Jordan has not ratified the Second Protocol to the ICCPR to abolish the death penalty,60 and public support for the death penalty is extremely high.61

56. Jordan ended an eight-year moratorium on the death penalty in December 2014, when it executed 11 men imprisoned for murder offences.62 Little explanation was provided for ending the moratorium, though there was a suggestion by Jordanian officials that the moratorium on executions had led to an increase in crime rates, a correlation denied by civil society groups.63 In February 2015, Jordan responded to the immolation and murder of captured Jordanian pilot Muath Al-Kasasbeh by ISIS by executing two ISIS operatives in its custody who had been sentenced to death for terrorism offences in relation to the 2005 Amman bombings. 64 In March 2017, Jordan

where ‘the request relates to the investigation, prosecution or punishment of a person for an offence in respect of which the death penalty may be imposed or executed’.57

---

57 Ibid article 4(d).
58 Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987 (Cth) s 8(1).
59 This view was previously expressed in Law Council of Australia and Australian Bar Association, Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade on Australia’s Advocacy for Abolition of the Death Penalty (9 October 2015) [60]-[61].
hanged another 15 people who had been convicted a decade previous for terrorism offences.\(^65\)

57. While estimates vary, around 120 prisoners are on death row in Jordan.\(^66\) The Law Council understands that prisoners sentenced to death are not informed of when they will be executed. This has been found by the HRC to constitute a form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,\(^67\) and inconsistent with Jordan’s obligations under the CAT.

**Recommendation:**
- Under the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty, it should be a mandatory ground of refusal where the request relates to the investigation, prosecution or punishment of a person for an offence in respect of which the death penalty could be imposed.
- Consideration should be given to amending the Mutual Assistance Act to define, in the primary legislation, the ‘special circumstances’ in which the Attorney-General may accede to a request for assistance in relation to an offence that carries the death penalty.

**Extradition for extraterritorial offences**

58. The National Interest Analysis states that the Extradition Treaty ‘will strengthen Australia’s ability to prosecute foreign terrorist fighters and those who engage in terrorism more broadly.’\(^68\) A number of the offences relating to the prosecution of foreign fighters contained in Part 5.5 of the *Criminal Code 1995* (Cth) involve the exercise by Australia of extraterritorial legislative jurisdiction (‘extended geographical jurisdiction category D’), that is they cover acts which take place wholly outside Australian territory.

59. Extraterritorial offences can give rise to particular difficulties when it comes to satisfying double criminality requirements under extradition treaties. For an extraterritorial offence of this sort to be extraditable, it must be shown not only to be an offence under the law of Australia, but also under the law of Jordan. Whether the latter requires a showing that under the law of Jordan that it is an offence for a Jordanian national or resident to engage in prohibited activities outside Jordan, or whether it would be sufficient to show that the acts would be an offence in Jordan, is not clear.

60. The Law Council notes that in a number of Australia’s extradition treaties, specific provision is made in relation to extraterritorial offences in order to clarify such questions.

---


For example, Article III of the Treaty on Extradition between Australia and the Republic of Chile 1993 provides in part:

2. Where the offence has been committed outside the territory of the Requesting State, extradition shall be granted where the law of the Requested State provides for the punishment of an offence committed outside its territory under similar circumstances. Where the law of the Requested State does not so provide, the Requested State may, in its discretion, grant extradition.

3. Where the offence for which extradition is sought has been committed outside the territory of the Requesting State, the Requested State may refuse to grant the extradition where it has jurisdiction, according to its own laws, to prosecute the person whose extradition is sought for the offence. If the Requested State does not grant extradition on this ground, it shall submit the case to its competent authorities and advise the Requesting State accordingly.

61. This issue is also recognised in the Model UN Treaty on Extradition, which provides that a Requested State may refuse extradition:

[If the offence for which extradition is requested has been committed outside the territory of either Party and the law of the requested State does not provide for jurisdiction over such an offence committed outside its territory in comparable circumstances.]

62. In the Law Council’s view, it would be helpful to clarify the reason why such a provision does not appear in the Extradition Treaty and whether its omission would prejudice the ability of Australia to successfully seek the extradition of persons charged with such offences. The Law Council considers that a provision to address this issue should be included.

**Recommendation:**

- A provision should be included in the proposed Extradition Treaty which provides that if the offence for which extradition is requested has been committed outside the territory of either Party and the law of the requested State does not provide for jurisdiction over such an offence committed outside its territory in comparable circumstances, extradition should be able to be refused.

**Other grounds for refusal**

63. The UN Model Mutual Assistance Treaty contains the following discretionary grounds for refusal of a request for legal assistance, which are not reflected in the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty:

- assistance may be refused where the request relates to an offence the prosecution of which in the Requesting State would be incompatible with the Requested State’s law on double jeopardy; and

- assistance may be refused where the request requires the Requested State to carry out compulsory measures that would be inconsistent with its law and practice

---

had the offence been the subject of investigation or prosecution under its own jurisdiction.

64. The Law Council’s view is that these discretionary grounds for refusal should be incorporated into the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty as they reflect fundamental rule of law principles.73

Recommendations:
- Under the proposed Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty, it should be a discretionary ground of refusing assistance where the request:
  - relates to an offence the prosecution of which in the Requesting State would be incompatible with the Requested State’s law on double jeopardy; and
  - requires the Requested State to carry out compulsory measures that would be inconsistent with its law and practice had the offence been the subject of investigation or prosecution under its own jurisdiction.

Other issues with the proposed Treaties

Time limits under the proposed Extradition Treaty

Where no Extradition request has been received

65. Article 8(4) of the proposed Extradition Treaty provides that a person arrested may be released upon the expiration of 60 days from the date of that person’s arrest if a request for extradition, supported by the documents specified in article 5, has not been received.

66. Under the UN Model Extradition Treaty, the time limit is 40 days. Similarly, the Law Council’s position is that a person should be released after 40 days if a proper request for extradition together with supporting documents has not been received. Otherwise, concerns may arise regarding the lawfulness of the detention.

Surrender of an eligible person

67. Pursuant to article 10(3) of the proposed Extradition Treaty, surrender of a person is to occur within 45 days of a decision to extradite them, and if the person is not removed within that period, the Requested Party may refuse to extradite that person for the same offence.

68. The Law Council’s position is that 45 days is too long. In the UN Model Treaty on Extradition, removal needs to occur ‘within such reasonable period as the requested State specifies’.71

---


69. In the Law Council’s view, a period of 30 days would be a more appropriate timeframe. It would promote consistency with other recently concluded treaties, such as the United Arab Emirates (UAE) – Australia Extradition Treaty. Given the international nature of extradition, it seems arbitrary that a person should be detained for less time where an extradition request is not forthcoming simply because the request has not come from, for example, the UAE, as opposed to Jordan.

70. Further, different time periods of detention between different treaties may also give rise to concerns regarding Australia’s domestic and international obligations of non-discrimination. Namely, that a person potentially subject to extradition under the UAE-Australia treaty enjoys preferential treatment to a person potentially subject to extradition under any Jordan-Australia treaty. This may render the additional period of detention, being 15 days, arbitrary, which would be inconsistent with Australia’s international obligations to avoid arbitrary detention.

Recommendations:
• Under the proposed Extradition Treaty, a person should be released after 40 days if a proper request for extradition together with supporting documents has not been received.
• Under the proposed Treaty on Extradition, if surrender of a person does not occur within 30 days of a decision to extradite them, the Requested Party may refuse to extradite that person for the same offence.

Additional protections in the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty

71. The proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty does not include two further additional protections which are contained in the UN Model Legal Assistance Treaty:
• stated reasons provided to the Requesting State for any refusal or postponement of mutual assistance; and
• protection of the rights of third parties when a request for search and seizure is being carried out.

72. The Law Council considers that these additional protections should be incorporated in the terms of the proposed Mutual Assistance Treaty in accordance with Australia’s traditional criminal law principles and to foster Australia’s bilateral relations.

Recommendations:
• Under the proposed Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty:
  o there should be a provision requiring stated reasons for any refusal or postponement of mutual assistance; and
  o article 17(1) ‘search and seizure’ should be amended to further say ‘and provided that the rights of bona fide third parties are protected.’
Safeguards for children

73. The current Extradition Act does not include specific protection for children. The Law Council considers this must be addressed to provide certainty around the potential age of criminal responsibility for extradition purposes. The requirement of dual criminality may suggest that the age of criminal responsibility must be the same in both countries prior to a person being eligible for extradition.72

74. The Attorney-General may also exercise general discretion when determining whether to surrender a child for the purpose of an extradition request.73 However, there is no mandatory requirement to do so, and no requirement to consider the child’s age.

75. Under the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) (Criminal Code) a child:

- under 10 years of age is not criminally responsible for an offence;74 and
- a child from 10 to 14 years of age can only be criminally responsible for an offence if the child knows that his or her conduct is wrong.75

76. In Jordan, the age of criminal responsibility was recently raised, in 2014, from 7 to 12, to meet international standards.76

77. This means that there is the potential for Australia to surrender a child from the age of 12 years old to Jordan. In practice, the Law Council appreciates that extradition requests for children are rare. However, considering the nature of some of the extraditable offences, such as terrorism, it is not unforeseeable. The Law Council has been concerned by, for example, recent proposals by the Australian Government to allow children as young as 10 to be detained on suspicion of terrorism offences for up to two weeks without charge.77

78. The current lack of specific protections for children may fail to adequately protect the rights of the child UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),78 which both Australia and Jordan have ratified. This means Australia and Jordan have a duty to ensure children enjoy all the rights in the CRC. The Law Council notes that Australia’s implementation of the CRC will shortly be reviewed by the UN, with Australia’s country report due to the Committee on the CRC in January 2018.

79. The Law Council emphasises that children are owed a duty over and above that of adult persons and appropriate safeguards must be in place to protect the rights of children. Therefore, the Law Council has recommended that the below safeguards be implemented to protect children.

---

72 In the Law Council’s submissions to the Joint Standing Commission on Treaties in relation the Australia-China Extradition Treaty, the Law Council also expressed concern that Australia’s current extradition regime did not include specific protection for children. See the Joint Standing Committee on Treaties, Parliament of Australia, Report 167: China Extradition Treaty [2016] [3.35].
73 Extradition Act 1988 (Cth) s 22(3)(f).
74 Criminal Code, s 7.1.
75 Ibid s 7.2.
78 See in particular articles 2, 3, 9, 16, 20, 23, 27, 28, 37 and 40.


**Recommendations:**

- The Extradition Act should be amended to include a general obligation to take into account the best interests of children as a primary consideration in all decisions which affect them.

- The surrender of a child for extradition should only be made in exceptional circumstances and subject to the requesting country providing an undertaking that the child’s rights under the CRC will be protected, especially the minimum guarantees in article 40(2).

**Monitoring of extradited persons**

80. The Law Council is aware that the Committee has previously expressed concerns over the lack of monitoring of extradited individuals and made recommendations accordingly to successive governments.\(^7\) The Law Council shares these concerns.

81. The Law Council understands that the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) monitors all extradited citizens and permanent residents through its consular network, to the extent that this is practically and legally possible. However, generally under the Extradition Act and the proposed Treaties there is currently no specific obligation for Australia to monitor non-citizens.

82. The Law Council recommends that the proposed Treaties be amended to include a requirement for the Attorney-General to monitor and report on compliance with any death penalty undertakings following the surrender of a person and also the conditions of imprisonment of prisoners to ensure they are not being subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

83. This monitoring is particularly important for a country like Jordan where independent inspection of its places of detention as understood pursuant to OPCAT is not permitted but allegations of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment are widespread.\(^8\) In addition, executions of persons sentenced to death seem to take place in a shroud of secrecy with little transparency.\(^9\)

84. Such monitoring is essential for Australia to be in a position to determine whether the extradition arrangements with a country such as Jordan continue to be in Australia’s national interest.

85. The monitoring arrangements could potentially be achieved by requiring Jordan to report back on the outcome of prosecutions, terms of imprisonment and details of correctional detention. A right of visitation for Australia could also be considered in cases other than those involving Australian citizens.

---


---

Mutual Legal Assistance - Jordan
Submission 1
86. The Law Council considers that the Extradition Act and Mutual Assistance Act should be reviewed to determine how an effective monitoring requirement could be included. The Law Council considers that a monitoring requirement within the legislation would promote faith in the integrity of the extradition and mutual legal assistance processes and improve accountability of the Requested State.

87. The Law Council endorses recommendations 4 and 5 of the Committee in its report on the Treaty on Extradition Between Australia and the People’s Republic of China as a feasible model for monitoring. This entails the Attorney-General’s Department supplementing its current annual reporting framework for extradition cases with the following information for each case of an Australian national or an Australian permanent resident held in a foreign country:

- if a trial has taken place;
- if so, the verdict handed down;
- if a sentence was imposed, what that sentence was; and
- whether an Australian embassy official was able to attend.

88. In addition, in the event that a foreign national is extradited to their country of citizenship, the extradition should be made on the understanding that the Australian Government will be informed through its diplomatic representatives of details of the trial, whether a consular official was able to attend, the outcome of any prosecution and, on request, the location and general health of the person while in custody as a result of a conviction.

89. The Law Council notes that the Government did not support the recommendation on supplementing its current annual reporting framework, on the basis that the DFAT already monitored trials, verdicts and sentences for Australians detained overseas through its portfolio responsibility to provide consular assistance to Australians in difficulty overseas, including Australians who have been extradited.

90. The Law Council is of the view that if these statistics are held by DFAT, then it should be easy, and indeed would be appropriate for them to also be transferred to the Attorney-General’s Department to enable the Attorney-General’s Department to supplement its annual reporting framework as recommended by the Committee.

91. The Law Council also notes that Government stated that Australia’s ability to introduce monitoring regimes for non-Australians extradited overseas is limited, under the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, which does not give the Australian Government access to foreign nationals extradited to another country. However, the Government conceded that consular access to a dual national could be requested.

---

82 See Joint Standing Committee on Treaties, Parliament of Australia, Report 167: Nuclear Cooperation-Ukraine; Extradition-China (December 2016) Report 167: Nuclear Cooperation-Ukraine; Extradition-China (December 2016) [3.55], [3.58].
83 Ibid.
85 Ibid.
Recommendations:

- There should be a requirement in the proposed Treaty for the Attorney-General to monitor and report on compliance with any death penalty undertakings following the surrender of a person and also the conditions of imprisonment of prisoners to ensure they are not being subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in the Requesting Party.

- The Extradition Act and Mutual Assistance Act should be reviewed to determine how an effective monitoring mechanism could be included.

- Recommendations 4 and 5 of the Committee’s Report on the Australia-China Extradition Treaty should be implemented to strengthen monitoring of extradited persons.

Jordan’s ratification of the optional protocols to the ICCPR and CAT

92. In addition to amending the proposed Treaties to reflect the safeguards discussed above, the Law Council would welcome refocusing Australia’s bilateral human rights public advocacy with Jordan towards the obligations contained in the ICCPR and CAT. Namely, the Law Council considers that Australia should encourage and advocate for Jordan to ratify the two Optional Protocols to the ICCPR and the Optional Protocol to the CAT, and accept the individual communications procedures under article 22 of the CAT. These ratifications and acceptance would require Jordan to outlaw the death penalty, allow communications to the HRC and Committee Against Torture alleging breaches of the ICCPR and CAT respectively and require independent inspection of Jordan’s places of detention.

93. The Law Council considers that ratification and implementation of these international instruments by Jordan would provide some comfort that Australia acceding to requests for extradition or legal assistance would not inadvertently lead to human rights abuses.

94. As noted above, the death penalty is still legal in Jordan and Jordan has this year engaged in the mass execution of prisoners. Further, while Jordanian law empowers the National Centre for Human Rights to visit all places of inspection,86 the Law Council understands that visits to the General Intelligence Directorate, commonly accused of abuses, are subject to pre-approval and cannot occur unannounced.87

95. In addition, it is understood that there are no inspections that take place of temporary places of detention, which are used to detain persons held in administrative detention.

Recommendation:

- Australia should encourage Jordan to ratify the two Optional Protocols to the ICCPR, and the Optional Protocol to the CAT and to accept the competence of the Committee Against Torture under article 22 of the CAT to receive individual communications.